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The very idea of empire was created in ancient Rome and even today traces of its monuments, literature, and institutions can be found
across Europe, the Near East, and North Africa--and sometimes even further afield. In Rome, historian Greg Woolf expertly recounts how this
mammoth empire was created, how it was sustained in crisis, and how it shaped the world of its rulers and subjects--a story spanning a
millennium and a half of history. The personalities and events of Roman history have become part of the West's cultural lexicon, and Woolf
provides brilliant retellings of each of these, from the war with Carthage to Octavian's victory over Cleopatra, from the height of territorial
expansion under the emperors Trajan and Hadrian to the founding of Constantinople and the barbarian invasions which resulted in Rome's
ultimate collapse. Throughout, Woolf carefully considers the conditions that made Rome's success possible and so durable, covering topics
as diverse as ecology, slavery, and religion. Woolf also compares Rome to other ancient empires and to its many later imitators, bringing into
vivid relief the Empire's most distinctive and enduring features. As Woolf demonstrates, nobody ever planned to create a state that would last
more than a millennium and a half, yet Rome was able, in the end, to survive barbarian migrations, economic collapse and even the conflicts
between a series of world religions that had grown up within its borders, in the process generating an image and a myth of empire that is
apparently indestructible. Based on new research and compellingly told, this sweeping account promises to eclipse all previously published
histories of the empire.
The Roman army was the greatest fighting machine in the ancient world. More than that, it was the single largest organization in Western
antiquity, taking in members from all classes, from senators to freed slaves. The Roman Empire depended on its army not just to win its wars,
defend its frontiers, and control the seas, but to act as the very engine of the state. In Gladius, Guy de la Bédoyère takes us straight to the
heart of what it meant to be a part of the Roman army. Rather than a history of the army itself, or a guide to military organization and fighting
methods, this book is a ground-level recreation of what it was like to be a soldier in the army that made the empire. Surveying numerous
aspects of life in the Roman army between 264 BCE and 337 CE, Gladius—the Latin word for sword—draws not only on the words of famed
Roman historians, but also those of the soldiers themselves, as recorded in their religious dedications, tombstones, and even private letters
and graffiti. Gladius reveals the everyday life of these soldiers and their families, whether stationed in a bleak frontier garrison in Britain or
North Africa, tasked with guarding the emperor in Rome, fighting on foreign battlefields, mutinying over pay, marching in triumph, throwing
their weight around on city streets, or enjoying esteem in honorable retirement. By illuminating the history of one organization that reflected all
corners of the Roman world, Gladius gives us a portrait of an ancient society that is unprecedented in both its broad sweep and gritty
intimacy.
IF YOU DON'T KNOW SIMON SCARROW, YOU DON'T KNOW ROME! PRAETORIAN is the gripping eleventh novel in Simon Scarrow's
bestselling Eagles of the Empire series. Essential reading for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Conn Iggulden. 'A new book in Simon Scarrow's
series about the Roman army is always a joy' The Times AD 51. Legionaries Cato and Macro have forged a bond that has survived war,
rebellion and torture. Yet nothing has prepared them for a daunting mission on the deadliest battlefield of all: the bloody streets of Rome.
Traitors are threatening to plunge the Empire into bloody chaos and no one can be trusted. The Emperor has ordered Cato and Macro to go
on a deadly mission, working undercover to root out the traitors before Rome tears itself apart. As the true scale of the corruption dawns, they
realise they are facing terrifying odds. Two men against many, in a desperate race to save not only the Empire, but each other...
Since its publication in 1991 this book has stayed in print, although some parts may now be dated. Stockwell examines often unjustified
involvement of the CIA in many parts of the world, through thousands of covert operations, which have ended the lives of millions of people.
He describes secret and obscure operations, some of which entailed the killing of people by the thousands at Angola, and others such as the
one which overthrew the first democratic government in Guatemala, and the creation of the infamous "death squads" in that country and El
Salvador, to murder civilians and seed terror among the people.
A captivating popular history that shines a light on the notorious Julio-Claudian women who forged an empire? Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula,
Claudius, and Nero--these are the names history associates with the early Roman Empire. Yet, not a single one of these emperors was the
blood son of his predecessor. In this captivating history, a prominent scholar of the era documents the Julio-Claudian women whose
bloodline, ambition, and ruthlessness made it possible for the emperors' line to continue. Eminent scholar Guy de la Bédoyère, author of
Praetorian, asserts that the women behind the scenes--including Livia, Octavia, and the elder and younger Agrippina--were the true
backbone of the dynasty. De la Bédoyère draws on the accounts of ancient Roman historians to revisit a familiar time from a completely fresh
vantage point. Anyone who enjoys I, Claudius will be fascinated by this study of dynastic power and gender interplay in ancient Rome.
First Published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Sejanus is notoriously known as the Tiberius’ ambitious and ruthless Praetorian Prefect, widely believed to have craved the throne for
himself and is considered the virtual ruler of Rome from AD 26-31. The figure of Sejanus has fascinated from ancient to more modern times.
Sejanus, the emperor Tiberius' infamous Praetorian Prefect, is synonymous with overreaching ambition, murder, conspiracy and betrayal.
According to the traditional storyline, this man craved the imperial throne for himself and sought it by isolating the naive emperor in his island
pleasure palace on Capri whilst using his control over the Praetorian Guard, coupled with his immense power and influence in Rome, to
purge the capital of potential opponents. His victims supposedly included the emperor's son, Drusus, poisoned by his own wife who had been
seduced by Sejanus. The emperor, forewarned of Sejanus' ambition, struck first. The Prefect was arrested in the Senate, strangled and his
corpse cast down the Gemonian Stairs. Study of Sejanus has generally been overshadowed by focus on Tiberius. John McHugh makes a
fresh appraisal of the sources to offer the first full-length study in English to focus on this highly influential figure and his development of the
Praetorian Prefecture.
Second, revised edition of T. P. Wiseman's 'Death of an Emperor' - his acclaimed translation and commentary of Flavius Josephus' account
of Caligula's assassination. Includes an updated bibliography and a revised Appendix 1 on the Augustan Palatine which takes account of
recent archaeological information.
Two years have passed since the emperor's loyal Praetorian guardsman Gnaeus Marcius Rustius Rufinus foiled Lucilla's great assassination
plot. Plagued by the ghosts of his past, Rufinus has enacted his own form of justice upon the praetorian cavalrymen who murdered the
imperial agent Dis two years earlier. But the Fates will not let Rufinus rest. Rome is beginning to seethe with rumour and conspiracy as
Perennis, the prefect of the Praetorian Guard, and Cleander, the imperial chamberlain, continue to play their 'great game.' With the tide of
opinion turning against their commander, Rufinus and his friends embark upon a mission to save the Prefect's family, only to uncover a plot
that runs deep... to the very heart of the empire. Armed with rare and dangerous evidence, Rufinus faces insurmountable odds in an attempt
to bring the truth to light. To save his prefect. To save Rome. To save everyone he cares about.
Nero was negligent, not tyrannical. This allowed others to rule, remarkably well, in his name until his negligence became insupportable.
From New York Times bestselling novelist Lindsey Davis comes an epic novel of first-century Rome and the Emperor Domitian, known to all
of the Roman world as Master and God Set in the reign of the Emperor Domitian in first-century Rome, Master and God is Lindsey Davis's
meticulously researched epic novel of the life and times surrounding the last of the Flavian dynasty of emperors. Gaius Vinius is a reluctant
Praetorian Guard—the Emperor's personal guard—and a man with a disastrous marriage history. Flavia Lucilla is also in the imperial court and
she is responsible not only for having created the ridiculous hairstyle worn by the imperial ladies but for also making toupees for the balding
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and increasingly paranoid emperor. The two of them are brought together in an unlikely manner—a devastating fire in Rome—which then leads
to a lifelong friendship.Together they watch Domitian's once talented rule unravel into madness and cruelty, until the people closest to him
conspire to delete him from history. As an imperial bodyguard, Vinius then faces a tough decision. Master and God is a compelling novel of
the Roman Empire—from the height of power to the depths of madness—told from the perspective of two courtiers and unlikely friends who
together are the witnesses to history.
Discourses on Livy is the founding document of modern republicanism, and Harvey C. Mansfield and Nathan Tarcov have provided the
definitive English translation of this classic work. Faithful to the original Italian text, properly attentive to Machiavelli's idiom and subtlety of
thought, it is eminently readable. With a substantial introduction, extensive explanatory notes, a glossary of key words, and an annotated
index, the Discourses reveals Machiavelli's radical vision of a new science of politics, a vision of "new modes and orders" that continue to
shape the modern ethos. "[Machiavelli] found in Livy the means to inspire scholars for five centuries. Within the Discourses, often hidden and
sometimes unintended by their author, lie the seeds of modern political thought. . . . [Mansfield and Tarcov's] translation is careful and
idiomatic."—Peter Stothard, The Times "Translated with painstaking accuracy—but also great readability."—Weekly Standard "A model of
contemporary scholarship and a brave effort at Machiavelli translation that allows the great Florentine to speak in his own voice."—Choice
Author and historian Tom Holland returns to his roots in Roman history and the audience he cultivated with Rubicon—his masterful, witty,
brilliantly researched popular history of the fall of the Roman republic—with Dynasty, a luridly fascinating history of the reign of the first five
Roman emperors. Dynasty continues Rubicon's story, opening where that book ended: with the murder of Julius Caesar. This is the period of
the first and perhaps greatest Roman Emperors and it's a colorful story of rule and ruination, running from the rise of Augustus through to the
death of Nero. Holland's expansive history also has distinct shades of I Claudius, with five wonderfully vivid (and in three cases, thoroughly
depraved) Emperors—Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero—featured, along with numerous fascinating secondary characters.
Intrigue, murder, naked ambition and treachery, greed, gluttony, lust, incest, pageantry, decadence—the tale of these five Caesars continues
to cast a mesmerizing spell across the millennia.
Publisher Description
Scope and content: "Any scholar of history will have recognized the similarities between Ancient Rome and the National Socialist movement
of the 20th century. Aside from the obvious expansionist policies of empire governed by a single autocratic leader, the Nazis adopted the
Roman style extended arm salute, the verbal greeting of hailing the leader and the eagle adorned banners and standards. Another parallel
was the introduction of the SS--a modern Praetorian Guard, easily recognizable by the unique attire and consisting of the largest, strongest
and fittest men available. Never before has an organization engendered wide-ranging emotion as on the scale of Hitler's SS--lead by Heinrich
Himmler, who found his true metier upon his appointment by Hitler in 1929 with his natural organizational and administrative skills. This
remarkable book ... turns the spotlight upon those characters at the pinnacle of the pyramid that formed the SS. Illustrated with well over 1000
photographs, these ... volumes are the author's life's work, and present an unique perspective on this feared organization"--Publisher
description
The third century AD in the Roman Empire began and ended with Emperors who are recognised today as being strong and dynamic Septimius Severus, Diocletian and Constantine. Yet the intervening years have traditionally been seen as a period of crisis. The 260s saw the
nadir of Imperial fortunes, with every frontier threatened or overrun, the senior emperor imprisoned by the Persians, and Gaul and Palmyra
breaking away from central control. It might have been thought that the empire should have collapsed - yet it did not. Pat Southern shows
how this was possible by providing a chronological history of the Empire from the end of the second century to the beginning of the fourth; the
emergence and devastating activities of the Germanic tribes and the Persian Empire are analysed, and a conclusion details the economic,
military and social aspects of the third century 'crisis'.

At the peak of Rome's might, a dragon is born among eagles, an heir to a line both blessed and cursed by the Gods for ages.
Lucius Metellus Anguis is dead. That is what his enemies believe. However, within the safety of the Isle of the Blessed, Lucius and
his family have been healing since the Praetorians attacked their home and destroyed their lives. With wounds that run deep,
Lucius’ wife and children slowly come to terms with their new reality, but as Lucius emerges from the shadows, he finds himself a
changed man, a man bent on revenge. Trapped between worlds and tormented by pain, Lucius becomes obsessed with the
thought of making his enemies pay for what they have done. Out in the world once more, Lucius discovers that the destruction
wrought by Rome is far worse than he imagined, and so he sets out on a bloody quest that takes him to the farthest reaches of the
Empire. It is said that the world is a dangerous place for good men, but what happens when a good man is set on vengeance?
Despite the pleas of his family and friends, and the warnings of the Gods themselves, Lucius seeks to pursue and punish his
enemies at all costs. Will the Dragon survive his own anger and hate and let go of the reins of war, or will he perish in the crucible
of life that burns both men and gods? Only Lucius can decide... The Blood Road is a story of love, hate and the choices faced by a
hero caught between worlds. It is the sixth book in Adam Alexander Haviaras’ #1 bestselling Eagles and Dragons historical
fantasy series. If you like books by Bernard Cornwell, David Gemmell, Marion Zimmer Bradley or Wilbur Smith, then you will love
this ground-breaking series that combines accurate historical detail with ancient religion and elements of fantasy. Read The Blood
Road today and set off on a journey you will never forget!
From the bestselling author of SPQR: A History of Ancient Rome, the fascinating story of how images of Roman autocrats have
influenced art, culture, and the representation of power for more than 2,000 years What does the face of power look like? Who
gets commemorated in art and why? And how do we react to statues of politicians we deplore? In this book—against a background
of today’s “sculpture wars”—Mary Beard tells the story of how for more than two millennia portraits of the rich, powerful, and
famous in the western world have been shaped by the image of Roman emperors, especially the “Twelve Caesars,” from the
ruthless Julius Caesar to the fly-torturing Domitian. Twelve Caesars asks why these murderous autocrats have loomed so large in
art from antiquity and the Renaissance to today, when hapless leaders are still caricatured as Neros fiddling while Rome burns.
Beginning with the importance of imperial portraits in Roman politics, this richly illustrated book offers a tour through 2,000 years of
art and cultural history, presenting a fresh look at works by artists from Memling and Mantegna to the nineteenth-century American
sculptor Edmonia Lewis, as well as by generations of weavers, cabinetmakers, silversmiths, printers, and ceramicists. Rather than
a story of a simple repetition of stable, blandly conservative images of imperial men and women, Twelve Caesars is an
unexpected tale of changing identities, clueless or deliberate misidentifications, fakes, and often ambivalent representations of
authority. From Beard’s reconstruction of Titian’s extraordinary lost Room of the Emperors to her reinterpretation of Henry VIII’s
famous Caesarian tapestries, Twelve Caesars includes fascinating detective work and offers a gripping story of some of the most
challenging and disturbing portraits of power ever created. Published in association with the Center for Advanced Study in the
Visual Arts, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC
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The Praetorian Guard of Imperial Rome was the power behind the throne, with the ability to make or break an Emperor. This title
covers its organization, dress and history from its origins in the guard units of the late Republican armies to its effective destruction
at the battle of Milvian Bridge, 312AD.
No book on Roman history has attempted to do what Stephen Dando-Collins does in Legions of Rome: to provide a complete
history of every Imperial Roman legion and what it achieved as a fighting force. The author has spent the last thirty years collecting
every scrap of available evidence from numerous sources: stone and bronze inscriptions, coins, papyrus and literary accounts in a
remarkable feat of historical detective work. The book is divided into three parts: Part 1 provides a detailed account of what the
legionaries wore and ate, what camp life was like, what they were paid and how they were motivated and punished. The section
also contains numerous personal histories of individual soldiers. Part 2 offers brief unit histories of all the legions that served Rome
for 300 years from 30BC. Part 3 is a sweeping chronological survey of the campaigns in which the armies were involved, told from
the point of view of particular legions. Lavish, authoritative and beautifully produced, Legions of Rome will appeal to ancient history
enthusiasts and military history buffs alike.
Whilst Emperor Nero plays with his new water organ and a cross-dressing eunuch, his wily secretary Epaphroditus manages
affairs of state. But dissent and rebellion are growing across the empire, and Nero is soon to discover playtime is over. Praetorian
prefect Nymphidius Sabinus, disgusted by the moral degeneracy, secretly plots the overthrow of Nero's court. Motivated by the
traditional Roman values of valour and nobility, yet blinded by his own righteousness, Sabinus is ignorant of what he has
unleashed - The Year of the Four Emperors. Palatine is the first in an enthralling four-book series about the tumultuous 'Year of
the Four Emperors' which will appeal to fans of Lindsey Davis and George R. R. Martin.
Provides a history of the Praetorian Guard, from its founding to its disbanding.
Jerry Thigpen's study on the history of the Combat Talon is the first effort to tell the story of this wonderfully capable machine. This
weapons system has performed virtually every imaginable tactical event in the spectrum of conflict and by any measure is the
most versatile C-130 derivative ever produced. First modified and sent to Southeast Asia (SEA) in 1966 to replace theater
unconventional warfare (UW) assets that were limited in both lift capability and speed the Talon I quickly adapted to theater UW
tasking including infiltration and resupply and psychological warfare operations into North Vietnam. After spending four years in
SEA and maturing into a highly respected UW weapons system the Joint Chief of Staff (JCS) chose the Combat Talon to lead the
night low-level raid on the North Vietnamese prison camp at Son Tay. Despite the outcome of the operation the Talon I cemented
its reputation as the weapons system of choice for long-range clandestine operations. In the period following the Vietnam War
United States Air Force (USAF) special operations gradually lost its political and financial support which was graphically
demonstrated in the failed Desert One mission into Iran. Thanks to congressional supporters like Earl Hutto of Florida and Dan
Daniel of Virginia funds for aircraft upgrades and military construction projects materialized to meet the ever-increasing threat to
our nation. Under the leadership of such committed hard-driven officers as Brenci Uttaro Ferkes Meller and Thigpen the crew force
became the most disciplined in our Air Force. It was capable of penetrating hostile airspace at night in a low-level mountainous
environment covertly to execute any number of unconventional warfare missions.
One man, born in rural obscurity, destined to become one of Rome's greatest Emperors 26 AD: 16-year-old Vespasian leaves his
family farm for Rome, his sights set on finding a patron and following his brother into the army, but he discovers a city in turmoil
and an Empire on the brink. The aging emperor Tiberius is in seclusion on Capri, leaving Rome in the iron grip of Sejanus,
commander of the Praetorian Guard. Sejanus is ruler of the Empire in all but name, but many fear that isn't enough for him.
Sejanus' spies are everywhere—careless words at a dinner party can be as dangerous as a barbarian arrow. Vespasian is totally
out of his depth, making dangerous enemies (and even more dangerous friends—like the young Caligula) and soon finds himself
ensnared in a conspiracy against Tiberius. With the situation in Rome deteriorating, Vespasian flees the city to take up a position
as tribune in an unfashionable legion on the Balkan frontier. Even here, rebellion is in the air and unblooded and inexperienced,
Vespasian must lead his men in savage battle with hostile mountain tribes. Vespasian will soon realize that he can't escape
Roman politics any more than he can escape his destiny.
A cartoonist’s wry and bloody romp through Roman history. A work of cartoon history with a touch of Edward Gorey’s dark wit, Et
Tu, Brute? is an irreverent, illustrated compendium of the deaths of all the Roman emperors, from Augustus to Romulus
Augustulus. Here in all their glory are Nero (stabbing himself in the throat), Tiberius (smothered in his sleep by his successor),
Caligula (killed by his own praetorian guard), Claudius (fed poisonous mushrooms by his wife), Commodus (strangled by his
wrestling partner), Antoninus (died of a surfeit of cheese), and many more.
A Companion to the Roman Empire provides readers with aguide both to Roman imperial history and to the field of Romanstudies,
taking account of the most recent discoveries. This Companion brings together thirty original essays guidingreaders through
Roman imperial history and the field of Romanstudies Shows that Roman imperial history is a compelling and vibrantsubject
Includes significant new contributions to various areas of Romanimperial history Covers the social, intellectual, economic and
cultural historyof the Roman Empire Contains an extensive bibliography
“The dramatic story of the soldiers at the heart of the Roman empire . . . traces the history of the praetorians and the emperors
they served.”—Adrian Goldsworthy, author of Philip and Alexander: Kings and Conquerors Founded by Augustus around 27 B.C.,
the elite Praetorian Guard was tasked with the protection of the emperor and his family. As the centuries unfolded, however,
Praetorian soldiers served not only as protectors and enforcers but also as powerful political players. Fiercely loyal to some
emperors, they vied with others and ruthlessly toppled those who displeased them, including Caligula, Nero, Pertinax, and many
more. Guy de la Bédoyère provides a compelling first full narrative history of the Praetorians, whose dangerous ambitions ceased
only when Constantine permanently disbanded them. de la Bédoyère introduces Praetorians of all echelons, from prefects and
messengers to artillery experts and executioners. He explores the delicate position of emperors for whom prestige and guile were
the only defenses against bodyguards hungry for power. Folding fascinating details into a broad assessment of the Praetorian era,
the author sheds new light on the wielding of power in the greatest of the ancient world’s empires. “Any future researcher into the
subject will certainly begin here.”—The Times (London) “A lively and up-to-date history of the Praetorian Guard, the anti-coup
divisions of the Roman emperors from Augustus to Constantine. De la Bédoyère tells their story with clarity and panache, and his
book can be most warmly recommended both to aspiring tyrants and the ordinary armchair historian.”—The Sunday Times “Fast
paced and engaging.”—The Sunday Telegraph “A definitive and highly readable account.”—Tom Holland, author of Rubicon: The
Last Years of the Roman Republic
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An innovative, informative, and entertaining history of Roman Britain told through the lives of individuals in all walks of life The
Britain of the Roman Occupation is, in a way, an age that is dark to us. While the main events from 55 BC to AD 410 are little
disputed, and the archaeological remains of villas, forts, walls, and cities explain a great deal, we lack a clear sense of individual
lives. This book is the first to infuse the story of Britannia with a beating heart, the first to describe in detail who its inhabitants were
and their place in our history. A lifelong specialist in Romano-British history, Guy de la Bédoyère is the first to recover the period
exclusively as a human experience. He focuses not on military campaigns and imperial politics but on individual, personal stories.
Roman Britain is revealed as a place where the ambitious scramble for power and prestige, the devout seek solace and security
through religion, men and women eke out existences in a provincial frontier land. De la Bédoyère introduces Fortunata the slave
girl, Emeritus the frustrated centurion, the grieving father Quintus Corellius Fortis, and the brilliant metal worker Boduogenus,
among numerous others. Through a wide array of records and artifacts, the author introduces the colorful cast of immigrants who
arrived during the Roman era while offering an unusual glimpse of indigenous Britons, until now nearly invisible in histories of
Roman Britain.
A portrait of the Samarran Turk community while in the employ of the 'Abbasid caliphate during the ninth century.
Bestselling classical historian Barry Strauss delivers “an exceptionally accessible history of the Roman Empire…much of Ten
Caesars reads like a script for Game of Thrones” (The Wall Street Journal)—a summation of three and a half centuries of the
Roman Empire as seen through the lives of ten of the most important emperors, from Augustus to Constantine. In this essential
and “enlightening” (The New York Times Book Review) work, Barry Strauss tells the story of the Roman Empire from rise to
reinvention, from Augustus, who founded the empire, to Constantine, who made it Christian and moved the capital east to
Constantinople. During these centuries Rome gained in splendor and territory, then lost both. By the fourth century, the time of
Constantine, the Roman Empire had changed so dramatically in geography, ethnicity, religion, and culture that it would have been
virtually unrecognizable to Augustus. Rome’s legacy remains today in so many ways, from language, law, and architecture to the
seat of the Roman Catholic Church. Strauss examines this enduring heritage through the lives of the men who shaped it:
Augustus, Tiberius, Nero, Vespasian, Trajan, Hadrian, Marcus Aurelius, Septimius Severus, Diocletian, and Constantine. Over the
ages, they learned to maintain the family business—the government of an empire—by adapting when necessary and always
persevering no matter the cost. Ten Caesars is a “captivating narrative that breathes new life into a host of transformative figures”
(Publishers Weekly). This “superb summation of four centuries of Roman history, a masterpiece of compression, confirms Barry
Strauss as the foremost academic classicist writing for the general reader today” (The Wall Street Journal).
Promoted to the elite Praetorian Guard in the thick of battle, a young legionary is thrust into a seedy world of imperial politics and
corruption. Tasked with uncovering a plot against the newly-crowned emperor Commodus, his mission takes him from the cold
Danubian border all the way to the heart of Rome, the villa of the emperor's scheming sister, and the great Colosseum. What
seems a straightforward, if terrifying, assignment soon descends into Machiavellian treachery and peril as everything in which
young Rufinus trusts and believes is called into question and he faces warring commanders, Sarmatian cannibals, vicious dogs,
mercenary killers and even a clandestine Imperial agent. In a race against time to save the Emperor, Rufinus will be introduced,
willing or not, to the great game. "Entertaining, exciting and beautifully researched" - Douglas Jackson "From the Legion to the
Guard, from battles to the deep intrigue of court, Praetorian: The Great Game is packed with great characters, wonderfully
researched locations and a powerful plot." - Robin Carter

As war consumes the nations of our world in the year 2021, Navy SEAL Jacob Hunter is sent on a mission to Syria to
apprehend a crazed terrorist leader armed with dangerous biological weapons. It's a routine mission for a man who has
spent the entirety of his military career fighting in what many have dubbed World War III, but his life is about to become
everything but predictable. As their mission unravels around them, Hunter discovers a curious trinket that belies all
rationality and our understanding of the universe, but he is drawn to it nonetheless, bewildered by its uniqueness. Unable
to control his urges, Hunter touches it, and in a flash of brilliant light and intense pain, the team is no longer in
contemporary Syria - but in Ancient Rome during the reign of the emperor Caligula. They stand dumbfounded, unable to
comprehend the paradox they've created, but the bleak truth of reality soon overtakes their disbelief. The fact that they
should not be there becomes obvious almost immediately, as does the thought that with every breath they take,
everything history has worked so hard to achieve is at risk of unraveling. Staying alive suddenly becomes a secondary
objective, superseded by the theory that their mere presence in Ancient Rome has caused irreparable damage to the
timeline. This won't be an easy task for Hunter and his friends as they will quickly encounter numerous Roman figures
straight from his old history books, each with their own agendas, schemes and machinations, including the Caesar
himself, who history remembers as little more than an insane tyrant who once tried to appoint his horse as the head of
state...
A hero is forged in battle and a legend is born in this second installment in the Vespasian series Thracia, AD30: Even
after four years of military service at the edge of the Roman world, Vespasian can't escape the tumultuous politics of an
Empire on the brink of disintegration. His patrons in Rome have charged him with the clandestine extraction of an old
enemy from a fortress on the banks of the Danube before it falls to the Roman legion besieging it. Vespasian's mission is
the key move in a deadly struggle for the right to rule the Roman Empire. The man he has been ordered to seize could
be the witness that will destroy Sejanus, commander of the Praetorian Guard, and ruler of the Empire in all but name.
Before he completes his mission, Vespasian will face ambush in snowbound mountains, pirates on the high seas, and
Sejanus's spies all around him. But by far the greatest danger lies at the rotten heart of the Empire, at the nightmarish
court of Tiberius, Emperor of Rome and debauched, paranoid madman.
Helps students and instructors read and appreciate this extraordinary piece of historical writing about Nero's infamous
reign as emperor.
From the civil wars of the Late Republic to Constantine's bloody reunification of the Empire, elite corps of guardsmen
were at the heart of every Roman army. Whether as bodyguards or as shock troops in battle, the fighting skills of
praetorians, speculatores, singulares and protectores determined the course of Roman history. Modern scholars tend to
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present the praetorians as pampered, disloyal and battle-shy, but the Romans knew them as valiant warriors, men who
strove to live up to their honorific title pia vindex – loyal and avenging. Closely associated with the Republican praetorian
cohorts, and gradually assimilated into the Imperial Praetorian Guard, were the speculatores. A cohort was established
by Marc Antony in the 30s BC for the purposes of reconnaissance and intelligence gathering, but soon the speculatores
were acting as close bodyguards a role they maintained until the end of the first century AD. This title will detail the
changing nature of these units, their organization and operational successes and failures from their origins in the late
Republic through to their unsuccessful struggle against Constantine the Great.
The villain Cleander has fallen, his wickedness gone from the imperial court, but his influence lives on. Amongst the
Praetorians, a network of spies, killers and thieves remain, clawing on to the power they have enjoyed. Rufinus, returned
to the Guard at the hands of the devious Frumentarii, Rome's imperial secret service, is intent on bringing the entire web
of villainy to justice.But Commodus's reign falters, and Rome is in peril. Wolves are at the door and every man with power
prepares to make a bid for the purple. In a world of chaos, Rufinus is about to learn that Rome does not harbour
corruption. Rome IS corruption...
Using literary, epigraphic, numismatic and iconographic sources this book investigates the safety devices that were in
place for the protection of the emperor and the city of Rome in the imperial age. In the aftermath of the civil wars
Augustus continued to provide for his physical safety in the same way as in the old Republic while, at the same time,
overturning the taboo of armed men in the city. During the Augustan age, the division of the city into 14 regions and 265
vici was designed to establish control over the urban space. Augustus’ successors consolidated his policy but the
specific roles of the various military or paramilitary forces remain a matter for debate. Drawing on the testimony of ancient
authors such as Tacitus and Suetonius and on material evidence, the volume examines both the circumstances in which
these forces intervened and the strategies that they adopted. It also examines the pre-Augustan, Augustan and postAugustan sense of ‘securitas’, both as a philosophical and a political concept. The final section expands the focus from
the city of Rome to the Italian peninsula where the security of the emperor as he travelled to his country residences
required advance planning and implementation.
The Praetorian Guard of Imperial Rome was the power behind the throne, with the ability to make or break an emperor.
As the main body of troops in Rome, they were the emperor's instrument to discourage plotting and rebellion and to
crush unrest. The emperor's most immediate line of defence, they could also be his most deadly enemies. This book
details the organization, dress and history of the Praetorian Guard from the time of the late Republic to the Guard's
effective destruction at the battle of Milvian Bridge in AD 312. Numerous illustrations vividly depict the uniforms and
weaponry of this elite fighting unit.
This is a magnificent and highly illustrated international survey of 52 of the worlds elite fighting forces crack units that
have changed the course of battles and influenced the fates of entire nations. Each profile includes fact boxes featuring
key battles and dates, together with quotations from contemporary sources. An unrivalled international team of military
historians, including Andrew Lambert, Professor of the Department of War Studies, Kings College, London, and Peter H.
Wilson, Grant Professor of History, University of Hull, ensures that this is the most authoritative and up-to-date account
available.
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